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Abstract
Background and Purpose: To report the work�ow and dose accumulation for bladder preservation for a
bladder cancer patient, using magnetic-resonance-guided radiation therapy (MRgRT) and the
simultaneous integrated boost (SIB) technique at mid-bladder volume.

Materials and Methods: A muscle-invasive bladder cancer patient was treated with MRgRT. The patient
was treated with the SIB technique at mid-bladder volume, with 45 Gy to the whole bladder (CTV WB) and
55 Gy to the tumor bed (CTV boost) in 20 fractions. Daily re-optimization with an adapt-to-position (ATP)
strategy was utilized for dose adjustment to encompass the bladder within anisotropic planning target
volume (PTV WB and PTV boost).

Results: The mean daily treatment time was 55 minutes (range, 35–73). The actual whole-bladder and
tumor-bed-boost doses were 45.74 ± 5.91 and 54.1 ± 4.62 Gy, respectively. PTV WB encompassing CTV WB

was 95.69% ± 5.36%. PTV boost encompassing CTV boost was 97.52% ± 6.05%. The actual rectal and
bowel doses were below the reference plan doses.

Conclusions: The use of MRgRT with the SIB and ATP strategy proved feasible for bladder cancer
treatment. Mid-bladder volume allowed treatment with the SIB technique under MR monitoring.

Background And Purposes
The current standard for bladder-preservation treatment for muscle-invasive bladder cancer (MIBC) is a
multimodal approach, comprising transurethral resection of the bladder tumor (TUR-BT), chemotherapy,
and radiation therapy (1–3). Achieving acceptable target coverage during radiation therapy for bladder
cancer is challenging due to the �lling of the bladder during treatment, causing both intrafraction and
interfraction organ motion (4–6). Magnetic-resonance-guided radiation therapy (MRgRT) offers the
opportunity to adapt and re-optimize radiation doses at each fraction, thereby ensuring that they are
compatible with anatomical changes at each treatment. This study reports the feasibility of MRgRT, using
the simultaneous integrated boost (SIB) technique at mid-bladder volume with adapt to position (ATP)
strategy for bladder-preservation treatment.

Materials And Methods

A. Patient data
An 89-year-old female patient with multiple medical comorbidities was diagnosed with a high-grade,
urothelial carcinoma, clinical stage T2N0M0, post TUR-BT. Given her elderly age and comorbidities, she
was not a candidate for radical surgery. She opted to receive concurrent chemoradiation (weekly
carboplatin) for bladder preservation with a curative aim. Inform consent was obtained from the patient
for this publication.
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B. Treatment planning
The patient was simulated with an empty bladder and empty rectum. Intravenous contrast-enhanced CT
scanning was performed at 0, 15, 30, and 45 minutes after contrast injection, thereby providing 4 sets of
CT images. The CT scan at 15 minutes (CT plan 15 mins) was selected for contouring and treatment
planning. It was based on the midpoint of the whole bladder volume obtained from the four data sets.
The clinical target volume–whole bladder (CTV WB) encompassed the whole bladder with 1 cm of the
surrounding soft tissue for microscopic extension. The anisotropic planning target volume–WB (PTV WB)
was determined by adding 5 mm laterally and inferiorly, 1.5 cm anteriorly and superiorly, and 1 cm
posteriorly (7). The CTV–tumor bed (CTV boost) encompassed the whole right lateral bladder wall with a
1-cm margin, except 1.5 cm medially. The PTV–tumor bed (PTV boost) was established by adding 5 mm
in all directions of the CTV boost. The PTV WB and PTV boost encompassed the whole bladder volume and
the right lateral wall consecutively, for each CT data set (0, 15, 30, and 45 minutes). The rectum and small
bowel were contoured at CT plan 15 mins. The PTV WB and PTV boost were prescribed with 45 Gy and 55 Gy
for a total of 20 fractions with an SIB schedule (8).

Planning was performed using Monaco Unity radiation treatment planning software (version 5.40.01;
Elekta Inc., Saint Charles, MO, USA). An intensity-modulated radiation therapy with 7 beam angles (0, 30,
160, 200, 240, 270, and 320 degrees) was generated using the CT plan 15 mins data. The grid spacing was
0.3 cm, with a 1% statistical uncertainty. There were 150 maximal segments with a 0.5-cm segment
width; a 2-cm2 maximal segment area; 4 monitor units per segment; and 15 sub second-pulse loops.

The dose constraints (9) and planned dose delivery (based on CT plan 15 mins) for each organ was detailed
in Supplementary Table 1. The reference plan illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 1.

C. Online adaptive work�ow
On a daily basis, the patient’s rectum and bladder were emptied prior to set up. The work�ow is depicted
in Supplementary Fig. 2. A T2-weighted MR scan (MRI T2) was acquired for treatment planning purposes.
The MRI T2 was fused to CT plan 15 mins by using pelvic bone rigid fusion. For treatment planning, we
selected adapt-to-position (ATP) with optimized shape strategies. The daily treatment doses were
adjusted to achieve the CTV target doses.

After treatment plan approval, bladder volume monitoring was performed with MR motion monitoring
(MM). Treatment commenced when the bladder volume during the MM reached the bladder volume
speci�ed in CT plan 15 mins (CTV WB). The MR T2 images that were delivered immediately after starting the
�rst radiation beams (MR �rst) and before the last radiation beams (MR last) were employed to represent
the �rst and last treatment volumes, respectively. PTV WB was used for target monitoring during the MM,
with PTV WB encompassing the whole urinary bladder during treatment. Treatment was stopped if the
bladder volume during the MM extended outside PTV WB. CTV boost was monitored on the mid-axial and
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coronal scans during the MM. The beam-on time was approximately 15 mins. Figure 1 shows CTV WB

and PTV WB on CT plan 15 mins, MM at the beam starting point, and MM at the end of treatment.

The CTV WB and CTV boost for the rectum and bowel were re-contoured by single physician (JP) for each
daily MR �rst and MRI last, to recalculate the accumulated radiation doses delivered to the target and
normal organs.

Results
On a daily basis, a total of 19 MRgRTs were delivered to the patient via an Elekta Unity system. Due to
machine downtime, one additional treatment was delivered using an Elekta Versa HD linear accelerator
with cone beam CT veri�cation. The mean daily time for the whole work�ow—from the MR survey to the
end of treatment—was 55 minutes (range, 35–73) [Supplementary Table 3].

The actual cumulative doses delivered, by organ were demonstrated in Supplementary Table 1. As to
dose accumulation, the CTV boost and CTV WB were recontoured on MRI �rst and MRI last. The ratio of CTV

boost to CTV WB was maintained in the range of 0.32 to 0.39, consistent with the ratio of CTV boost to CTV

WB in the reference plan (0.37). The actual cumulative doses delivered from the MRgRT-CT plan
registration are presented in Table 1. The actual average doses (D 95) delivered to CTV boost and CTV WB

were 54.1 ± 4.62 Gy and 45.74 ± 5.91, respectively. The rectum and bowel dose deliveries were below the
respective reference plan doses (Supplementary Table 2). Figure 2 presents the dose-volume histogram
(DVH) data of each MRgRT-CT plan 15 mins registration for CTV boost, CTV WB, rectum, and bowel.
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Table 1
Actual dose delivered for each target on MR T2 during the treatments

  Organs Volume
(cc)

D 98%
(Gy)

D 95%
(Gy)

D 50%
(Gy)

D 2%
(Gy)

V 95
(%)

V
100(%)

CTV
WB

CTV WB ref 217.316 45.069 45.533 55.762 58.531 99.54 98.25

CTV WB

�rst

198.523 44.51 ± 
6.23

46.26 ± 
3.9

55.92 ± 
1.43

58.81 ± 
0.17

98.94 ± 
2.24

97.46 ± 
3.29

CTV WB

last

230.902 43.76 ± 
9.78

45.19 ± 
7.57

55.42 ± 
2.11

58.77 ± 
0.17

98.44 ± 
4.92

97.02 ± 
6.03

CTV WB

avg

212.849 
± 16

44.14 ± 
8.04

45.74 ± 
5.91

55.67 ± 
1.79

58.79 ± 
0.17

98.69 ± 
3.75

97.25 ± 
4.76

CTV WB volume
difference *

28.65 (10.5–69.4)          

CTV
boost

CTV boost

ref

81.134 55.647 56.048 57.339 58.497 100 99.37

CTV boost

�rst

71.158 53.00 ± 
3.26

54.71 ± 
2.36

57.48 ± 
0.11

59.02 ± 
0.13

98.37 ± 
2.92

95.00 ± 
4.27

CTV boost

last

82.074 51.14 ± 
9.27

53.45 ± 
6.21

57.41 ± 
0.19

58.99 ± 
0.13

97.21 ± 
6.05

93.23 ± 
7.75

CTV boost

avg

76.001 
± 5.46

52.09 ± 
6.84

54.1 ± 
4.62

57.44 ± 
0.16

59 ± 
0.13

97.75 ± 
4.68

94.14 ± 
6.19

CTV boost volume
difference *

9.69 (0.248–19.37)          

Abbreviations: avg, average; �rst, MR �rst; last, MR last; ref, reference plan * CTV �rst − last

 

During the treatments, PTV WB encompassing CTV WB was 95.69% ± 5.36 % (96.89% ± 3.54% for MR �rst;
94.5% ± 6.49 % for MR last). PTV boost encompassing CTV boost was 97.52% ± 6.05% (98.15% ± 3.83% for
MR �rst; 96.89% ± 7.6% for MR last).

The patient tolerated the chemoradiation well. She had no genitourinary tract or gastrointestinal tract
complications during her course of radiation therapy. Three months after the chemoradiation therapy, the
patient underwent a follow-up cystoscopy; it did not detect any gross residual tumor on the right lateral
wall. Moreover, the patient did not report any urinary symptoms or gastrointestinal side effects following
the therapy.
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Discussion
The radiation therapy is a critical component of bladder-preservation treatment (1–3). The goals of
radiation therapy are to enhance bladder preservation rates while minimizing the associated toxicities. In
terms of dose fractionation, a hypofractionated radiation therapy schedule (55 Gy in 20 fractions) has
been recognized as equivalent to conventional fractionation with sequential boost (64–70 Gy in 32–35
fractions) for locoregional control in an individual patient data meta-analysis (8). In addition, the optimal
volume of radiation treatment is controversial. The rationale for not treating pelvic lymph nodes is to
improve the tolerability of the therapy by excluding normal tissue from the treatment area while achieving
an acceptable rate of nodal failure (4.9%) (10). Another issue of radiation treatment is whether to irradiate
part of the bladder or the whole bladder. A randomized trial reported that only 7% of tumor recurrences
were located outside the irradiated volume for patients who underwent a partial bladder irradiation (11,
12). However, these studies were planned with an empty bladder, in which the gross tumor volume
delineation is potentially inaccurate. Furthermore, given the generous isotropic margins with an empty
bladder, planning with a 3D conformal technique would rarely spare an unaffected urinary bladder. As a
result, these studies failed to decrease the treatment toxicities by using partial bladder irradiation.

Based on these rationales, we decided to treat only the urinary bladder with a hypofractionated radiation
schedule. The plan was generated using a mid-bladder volume and the SIB technique to administering a
high dose to the tumor bed area with MR monitoring during the treatments.

Importantly, treating bladder cancer is made di�cult by the uncertainties of bladder position, shape, and
volume during treatment. These stem from the wide variations in nonuniform expansion caused by
bladder �lling, impacting on both intrafraction and interfraction motion. Research has been conducted to
determine the adequacy of target coverage during treatment. Individual urinary-�ow rates, bladder-shape-
change models, and treatment times have been utilized to generate libraries of accurate treatment
volumes (4, 6). Nevertheless, the library plans may not encompass the bladder dimensions on some
speci�c days (13, 14).

MRgRT is an online adaptive tool that enable radiation treatment plans to be adjusted in accordance with
actual patient anatomy on each treatment day. Not only does MRgRT ensure target coverage, but it
permits doses to the targets and organs at risk to be re-optimized using either an (adapt-to-shape) ATS or
(adapt-to-position) ATP strategy (15).

Hunt et al. reported that bladder cancer treatments with MRgRT could achieve a 96.6% target coverage
(7). They reported a work�ow that started with an empty bladder, anisotropic margins, and ATS re-
optimization. However, 14% of their patients need re-optimization with ATP, given the alterations to the
bladder shapes and volumes between the image acquisition and the treatment starting time. In addition,
the treatments were planned with an empty bladder. This approach did not permit the use of the SIB
technique to restrict the application of high-dose volumes to the affected sites only.
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In our study, we elected to use the mid-bladder volume, with the aim of prescribing a high dose to the
tumor bed and a microscopic dose to the uninvolved bladder. We generated an individual anisotropic PTV
margins around the mid-bladder volume from serial images on CT simulation to encompass the target
volumes until the end of treatment. We chose to re-optimize with ATP to shorten the treatment planning
process to account for patient tolerability of full bladder. As a result, we were able to use this strategy
throughout the whole treatment, achieving more than a 96–98% target coverage for both CTV WB and
CTV boost. The actual dose delivered to our patient signi�ed the reproducibility of our work�ow with a mid-
bladder protocol.

Essentially, patient preparation for hydration status and rectal contents was crucial. We recommend the
patient to have consistent �uid intake before the scheduled treatment sessions to stabilize the bladder
volume during treatment. The use of a low-�ber diet and laxatives is also recommended to help the
patient achieve an empty rectum before each treatment session. These approaches decrease the
uncertainties associated with the bowel and rectum adjacent to the bladder.

The strength of this study is the reproducible and successful strategy of mid-bladder volume and the SIB
technique to decrease excessive radiation doses to the whole urinary bladder. In addition, bladder
preparation protocol with personalized anisotropic PTV enhances the success of the ATP approach to
shorten the length of the work�ow.

Nevertheless, the work�ow we have described has several limitations. For one thing, the recontouring
accuracy for the CTV boost for both intrafraction and interfraction was a matter of concern. A deformed
contour propagation may minimize these uncertainties. As to the dose delivered on a daily basis, dose
adjustment was employed mainly for the target coverage (CTV). Therefore, the surrounding normal
structures may receive different doses from the reference plan. With ATP, the tissue densities from the
initial CT simulation were used for the dose calculation. Therefore, the different soft tissue densities on
each speci�c day resulting from organ motion may not be represented in the actual dose delivered.

Conclusions
Bladder preservation for MIBC using the mid-bladder volume and the SIB technique was feasible. MRgRT
with ATP re-optimization assisted this approach by obtaining proper target coverage and safety for the
surrounding normal tissues. Applying the mid-bladder volume with adequate individual PTV margins
proved to be a feasible protocol to counter the variations attributable to urinary �lling over the course of
the treatments.

List Of Abbreviations
MIBC: muscle-invasive bladder cancer

TUR-BT: transurethral resection of the bladder tumor
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MRgRT: Magnetic-resonance-guided radiation therapy

MRI T2: T2-weighted MR scan

MM: MR motion monitoring

MR �rst: MR T2 images immediately after starting the �rst radiation beams

MR last: MR T2 images before the last radiation beams

SIB: simultaneous integrated boost

CTV WB: clinical target volume–whole bladder

CTV boost: clinical target volume –tumor bed

PTV WB: planning target volume– whole bladder

PTV boost: planning target volume– tumor bed

ATP: adapt-to-position

ATS: adapt-to-shape
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Figures

Figure 1

CT plan 15 mins (left) and motion monitoring (MM) at the start (middle) and at the end (right) of the
treatments.
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Figure 2

Dose-volume histogram (DVH) data of each MRgRT-CT plan 15 mins registration for CTV boost (2a), CTV
WB (2b), rectum (2c), and bowel (2d).
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